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My Theme: 

Do Anons understand what is about to be unleashed?

2) Q posted a link to a tweet (below) and wrote: "Follow the pen."

3)

Kristina Wong 
@kristina_wong

SOON: DNI Ratcliffe has declassified documents related to RussiaGate 
and ordered them sent to Congress. Big release expected imminently.

55.9K 10:58 PM - Jun 10, 2020

27.1K people are talking about this

4) On June 5th, Q confirmed that the pen positions on Catherine Herridge's tweets contain
coded messages.
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5) This morning, Herridge posted images of newly declassified documents

Catherine Herridge
@CBS_Herridge

NEW: First obtained @CBSNews declassified “Annex A” Intellligence 
Community Assessment 2016 Russian election interference cites Steele 
dossier. Alleges “President-elect and his top campaign advisers 
knowingly worked with Russian officials to bolster his chances..and  
were offered

15.6K 1:54 PM - Jun 11, 2020

11K people are talking about this

6)

Catherine Herridge
@CBS_Herridge

Replying to @CBS_Herridge

financial compensation.” Mueller did not substantiate. Not credible 
enough for Intel Community to use in body of report, but FBI still used 
dossier 3 more times to renew @carterwpage surveillance warrant.  
Requested @ChuckGrassley @SenRonJohnson Released DNI 
@RepRatcliffe

12.9K 1:54 PM - Jun 11, 2020

7,741 people are talking about this
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7)

8) Q posted a link to a tweet & article by John Solomon explaining the relevance of the
declassified documents.

John Solomon
@jsolomonReports

Breaking: U.S. intel viewed Steele dossier as ‘highly politically sensitive’ 
and mostly uncorroborated | Just The News 
justthenews.com/accountability…

15.3K 2:53 PM - Jun 11, 2020

10.5K people are talking about this

U.S. intel viewed Steele dossier as ‘highly politically sensitive’ and mo…
Declassified memo show intelligence community's assessment in December
2016, two months after FBI had already used dossier to support FISA
justthenews.com
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9) Despite the fact that Christopher Steele had been fired by the FBI for leaking, and despite
the fact that they knew his information was unverified, the bureau used it to obtain a warrant
(and three renewals) to surveil Carter Page.

U.S. intel viewed Steele dossier as ‘highly politically sensitive’ and mo…
Declassified memo show intelligence community's assessment in December 2016,

two months after FBI had already used dossier to support FISA warrant.

https://justthenews.com/accountability/russia-and-ukraine-scandals/us-intel-viewed-ste…
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10) The NSA's efforts to prevent electronic election fraud began the day after the 2018
elections.

Is that why Dem politicians are demanding vote-by-mail?

11) POTUS has a 73-0 record in Congressional races where he's endorsed a candidate.

Were covid-19 lockdowns implemented to justify vote-by-mail?

12) Q posted a link to a tweet by @RealCandaceO
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13)

Candace Owens
@RealCandaceO

Wow this video is really important and every person needs to watch and 
share it. Black Lives Matter donations go directly to a superpac called 
“ACT BLUE” that has given hundreds of millions to Democrats running 
for President. 
How is this legal? #BLM is LITERALLY a shell company. 
twitter.com/kingfacef1/sta…

kingface_f1 @KingfaceF1

82.8K 12:24 AM - Jun 11, 2020

65.9K people are talking about this

14) Unclaimed money donated the Black lives Matter is often donated to Democrat
politicians.

Jason Buttrill
@JasonButtrill

When you click to donate to Black Lives Matter, it takes you to ActBlue. 
If donated money goes unclaimed, ActBlue disperses the money 
however they want. These are their top expenditures so far in 2020.
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22.1K 2:48 PM - Jun 11, 2020

21.9K people are talking about this

15) Q responded.

16)

samanthamarika
@samanthamarika1

Black Lives Matter...only when they need your vote #BlackLivesMattters 
#wakeup
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72.1K 11:14 PM - Jun 6, 2020

44K people are talking about this

17)

18)

𝔹𝕠𝕓𝕓𝕪 𝔸𝕩𝕖𝕝𝕣𝕠𝕕
@RealDealAxelrod

Hypocrisy folks

21.1K 12:43 AM - Jun 11, 2020

18.1K people are talking about this
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19)

20) @Jordan_Sather_ thought it odd that Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey follows an account
claiming to be associated with the hacktivist group Anonymous.

Jordan Sather
@Jordan_Sather_

Twitter's CEO follows this account.

Wonder why 

All assets activated...#QAnon twitter.com/YourAnonCentra…

Anonymous @YourAnonCentral
Help us liberate #QAnon victims who have fallen for the Qanon or Pizzagate 
misdirection campaign. You may know someone in your family or community.

- don't ridicule them.
- remember they are emotionally vulnerable.
- confront them with the thread below.twitter.com/YourAnonCentra…

13.8K 9:25 PM - Jun 10, 2020

12.2K people are talking about this

21) Apparently, the account is owned by Twitter and was created to do battle against us.
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22)

Julian's Rum 
@JuliansRum

Replying to @Jordan_Sather_

That would help explain how they pull 2 billion likes in 2 seconds.

3,264 11:03 PM - Jun 10, 2020

642 people are talking about this

23) Tucker Carlson explains how the pandemic lockdowns were a hoax perpetrated by
politicians to achieve their goal. 

Tucker Carlson: We were lied to about coronavirus and the mass lockd…
Corrupt politicians used a public health emergency to subvert democracy and

install themselves as monarchs.

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tucker-carlson-we-were-lied-to-about-coronavirus-an…

24) Q responded.

25)

Nancy Pelosi
@SpeakerPelosi

The statues which fill the halls of Congress should reflect our highest 
ideals as Americans. Today, I am once again calling for the removal 
from the U.S. Capitol of the 11 statues representing Confederate 
soldiers and officials. These statues pay homage to hate, not heritage.

60.7K 9:32 PM - Jun 10, 2020

36.8K people are talking about this
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26) Democrat politicians are trying to appear as if their party has always opposed slavery and
the oppression of blacks.

27) Historically, the Democratic party fought for slavery and was sympathetic to the
confederate states during the Civil War.
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/minute/Confederate_General_Becomes_Secreta
ry_of_the_Senate.htm

28)

Sixth Seal News Talk
@sixthsealnews

REAL PEOPLE 
TALKpic.twitter.com/7jRNbDbnYa@POTUS@realDonaldTrump@White
House#Q #QAnon 
#VoteRed2018#WWG1WGA#DeepState#GeorgeFloyd

26.5K 10:12 PM - Jun 6, 2020

19.8K people are talking about this
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35)

36) What is about to be unleased?
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